SECTON 12500 - DRAPERIES AND WINDOW TREATMENT

1.0

GENERAL:

1.1

Description of Work:

A. The work required under this Section consists of providing draperies and window treatments in the Rotunda of the Ruffner Building. Work is indicated in the drawings and schedules and includes draperies and all hardware and accessories indicated and required to provide a complete and supported system.

B. Provide all draperies and window treatments as complete assemblies including all hardware and accessory items required and indicated including all mounting brackets, fasteners, and anchors indicated and required for a solid and secure mounting and operation.

1.2

Submittals:

A. Product Data:

1.) Submit manufacturer's complete product data literature including installation instructions for all hardware and accessories.

2.) Provide product data for fabrics intended for use.

B. Shop Drawings:

1.) Submit fabricator's complete shop drawings showing elevation and details for construction. Show anchors, fasteners, accessories and construction details.

C. Samples:

1.) Submit samples of each fabric for color and finish selections.

1.3

Delivery and Storage:

A. Deliver, store, and handle fabrics and components in a manner to prevent damage and deterioration, and in accordance with fabricator's printed instructions.

B. Provide packaging such as cardboard or other suitable materials and wrappings to protect the items.

C. Store in a protected dry area off the floor, in the Rotunda until installed.

D. Protect the walls and trim in all areas during delivery and installation to assure that the installation does not cause damage to adjacent finishes.

E. Special storage and handling shall conform to the requirements of the fabricator.

2.0
PRODUCTS:

2.1

Draperies:

1.) Provide commercial softgoods fabricated to provide a Single Jeffersonian hand sown swag and jabot treatment with contrasting color lining and 8 oz. interlinings and with a coordinated color and contrasting color accessory fringe mounted along the leading edge as indicated.

2.) At the First Floor Room 100 (WW markings) provide the Jeffersonian swag and jabot treatment indicated above and stationary tied back pinch pleat panels mounted under the Jeffersonian swag with contrast lined and 8 oz interlined, and tied back with self tiebacks that are permanently fixed to the walls. Extend to floor as indicated.

3.) Provide decorative brass holdback disc rosettes (4" diameter, 85137 Y29 with extension 85120 and spindle 85021) at the top corners of the swag/jabot valance as indicated. Provide disc and mounting and extension hardware.

4.) Fabric for draperies shall be 6-8 oz. Dupioni silk in colors and fabrics as approved by the Architect. All fabrics shall include flame retardant application and certification for compliance with NFP A 701.

5.) Provide all heavy-duty hardware including wall brackets, tie-backs, and panel attachments for a complete and functional assembly.

3.0

EXECUTION:

3.1

Fabrication:

A. The draperies and window treatments shall be fabricated in accordance with fabricator's approved shop drawings, samples and product data.

3.2

Installation:

A. Set the units plumb, level and true to line and securely anchored to the substrate. Mount at proper elevations and locations relative to other adjacent window units and related work.

B. Securely anchor with the proper clips, brackets, and anchorages indicated and required for heavy-duty attachment and long-term performance.

C. Protect the installed assemblies to ensure their being in proper conditions without blemishes, tears or damage. Repair or replace damaged units as directed by the Architect.

4.0

END OF SECTION
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